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PREFACE

Thi study examines th. financial costs-the actual sovernment
outlays--that result from subsidizing official export credit. Substan-
tial amounts of money, far more than generaly- acknwledged, are
needed to support official export Wanding. Cseenl, this study
should be of interest to export credit agencies and to policymiakers who
arn negotiating reductions in subsidized export credt. The resuts
should also be valuble to a wider audience interested in international
trade polky and government interwntion in financial. markets.

Tis researh was conduacted within RAND' International, Zco-
nouuic Policy Programi s pert of its work for the Under Secetary of
Dehase for Policy under the National Defense Rtesearch Institute,
RAND's Federally Funded Research and Development Center sWp
pote by the Of&@c of the Secretary of Defen.
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SUNMARY

Nam @ss have mindeud that offiialy -tpore export
criI e huafil subsidized, Curiously, many of thus programs, an-eotn flnsme Profits This study shows, that them eppemut prot.

its result fom, inqpropriate or misqp*ie accouinting methods, and
that mdisliund, reite do in fact impose stabstatial financial burdens
an those governmnts that advance them This a a vahamble result
because e-e-vnt econometric salmone of subsiie freunly do not
show pol~cyaneres the bottom line losse that ane the direct result of
than subdim.

Crose-natlonal comparisons of financial data -e oftent difficult but
the figures in Tal 8.1 were called and extrated from the iAncial
Papeets, of I= mo export credit Iropams All thoan programs e-dUf 1uite that eaIDW W91 1At fAWAnc mO~

A clos exaination of Ezimbauk the official aePot si pay
in the United States, was used to show the Mies.. betIe

mepg , te and sctual financial coa of some, export credit sasics.
Dzlmbank claim a nut worth of $1 billion. In fact, Ezimbanks me
worth is probably negative. Properly accounted and evabustud. its Ma-
bilitis s end its amt by $1.2 to $2 billion. TMe cost of Ezimbenk to
U.S. taxpayers a sincts inception is somewbem betwee $3.2 and $4

Table &.1

COMPAMR FINANCIAL SUDEN Of EPO~RT

(MAmetduRAW

Oummw U.K. FmUA
Yewn (1umm (flOD) (COPFACS) (Noinb)

1s" 61I" 6165. 643.1 6514
1919 "11 214.5 367.3 g.T
IM u 111. 318.1 sue..
IM5 28 ISI - 71



Ezimbank's current net worth was estimated by recalculating
Ezimbenk's books according to generally accepted accounting prnci-
On (OMAP). Euimbank, unlike private banks, dons not set aside
reserves based on expected losses nor does it stop accruin interest on
rn-perfonming loans. Thes changes were made to bring Euimbank's
books into agreetment with GMAP. In addition, Euiznbank lend@ out
memy at less than the cost of its funds. For yars into the future,
Izimbank will lose monsy on them loans. These futre loome were
discounted and then wbtracte frm Eximbank's net worth previously
calculad according to GAAP. The cost of Eximbank to the taxpayers
was calculated by subtracting ExImbank's current value from its onigi-
nil value. Added to this figure was the interest that taxpayers have
been paying on Eziinhank's capital lee dividends that Ezimbank has
returned to the Treasury.

This report does not attempt to gups the benefit. if any, of offi-
dlaily supported export rediAs It does alpear, however, that export
credit prograzm hav been justified and continued with ridiculously low
estimates of their costs. These cost estimates should provide govern-
ments with a moss accurate basis to make decisions about continuing
to tknd these program
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE ISSUE
Previous research indicates that officially supported export credits

are heavily subsidized.1 Many nations offer these loans at lower
interest rates and to riskier borrowers than loans advanced by commer-
cial banks, and many commercial banks have run into trouble as a
result of their international loans. Beneficiaries of these credits, how-
ever, often claim that these programs cost taxpayers nothing. Some
claims about these programs are so extravagant as to include small
profits for the governments that make these loans.2 Such unlikely
assertions find some support in the financial statements of export
credit agencies. For instance, the Eximbank of the United States
shows a profit on its books for every year from 1934 through 1981.

The actual budgetary costs of these programs are important because
a mountain of subsidies would amount to less than half a hill of beans
to many policymakers if it imposed no financial burden on the export-
ers' governments. Without some corresponding budgetary costs, subsi-
dies that are identified through elegant analytical exercises are often
thought to be inconsequential to policymakers concerned with budget
burdens. As this report will show, the subsidy in official export credits
and their budgetary burden are not always exactly equivalent.
Nonetheless, there is a very close relationship between subsidies and
financial costs.

How then is it possible for an agency such as the Eximbank to sub-
sidize its loans and show a profit on its books? Either the subsidy cal-
culations or the financial statements are a long shot from the true
budgetary burdens of these programs. This discussion will show that
the budgetary costs of offically supported export credits are real, sub-
stantial, and close to the subsidy estimates. Reported financial

1See, fr example, D. F. Kohlr, S. W. Salant, D. P. Henry, K. W. Crane, and M. M.
Hopkins, Ianom Cost ad Benefit, of Saediraw. Weetern Credit. to dhe Bust, The
RAND Corpodion, R-3129.USDP, July 1964; D. P. Kohler and K. T. Fisher, Subsidisa-
tm of But-West Trade Thrath Credit Insrae and Loan Guirantees The RAND
Couporastio, N-1961-USDP, Jaumy 1983; John Boyd, "EXIM Lending. A Federal Pro-
pu that Cat Too Much," Federal Reseve Bank of Minnepogis Quarterl Rav.
Winter IUU, P 1; David Baron, The Evirt-Inport Bank Acadmic Pro, New York,
1U3 end Richard Z PeibeqM Subsidizing Succsu The Eipo.Import Bank un the US.
Zwn , Cambd e University Prm New York, 192.

2One ftaple is Stmt HFienstat, *EXIM Bank: A Wine Investment," Aerospc,
spn 198L
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performances of these agencies, on the other hand, diverge significantly
from their true budgetary costs.

ACCOUNTING PROBLEMS

The reasons for the divergence between the financial costs reported
by export credit agencies and the true costs of these credits are
numerous. This is not a case of deliberate distortion or intentional
deception, although managers of most of these agencies probably prefer
to put their activities in the best possible light. Rather, the divergence
of actual and reported financial costs has several sources: (1) mistaken
beliefs about the risks of international lending, (2) a desire to make
financial records perform functions aside from showing costs, and (3)
accounting conventions that, while properly applied, produce nonsensi-
cal results for the export credit agencies. A few of these problems will
be discussed below.

The Myth of Sovereign Solvency

Until recently, there was a widespread belief among private bankers
and official creditors that sovereign borrowers will ultimately repay
their loans in full. Outright default by official borrowers was unthink-
able to many. It was often argued that private borrowers might come
and go, but nations never die: they will always be around to service
their debts. Little thought was apparently given to how a claim against
a recalcitrant foreign borrower could be enforced. Also overlooked was
the fact that governments have considerably shorter lifespans than
nations, and not all new governments willingly inherit the debts of
their ancestors. A particularly insidious aspect of this belief is that it
is impossible to refute: no matter how long payments are overdue, it is
still possible that they will be paid in full with interest.

The proposition of sovereign solvency finds little support in history.
The long history of financial "correctness" by the governments of Eng-
land, Switzerland, the United States and, since World War II, most
market oriented industrial nations might have lulled public and private
lenders into the delusion that such financial "correctness" is a univer-
sal constant. Few people still hold such beliefs about sovereign loans,
but such beliefs remain embodied in the accounting practices of export
credit agencies. For example, the Eximbank still carries prerevolu-
tionary Cuban and Chinese loans on its books at full face value.
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The Diplomat's Touch

Official export credits are often only one small component of the
relations between a creditor nation and a debtor nation. Sometimes it
is argued that a creditor government's declaration that loans to a
debtor nation have scant probability of repayment might sour other
more important relations with the debtor. This is undoubtably true in
some cases. There are two reasonable courses to follow: (1) reflect the
impaired value of loans in the financial statements without explicitly
attributing the impairment to specific countries, 3 or (2) not claim that
the accounts accurately represent the financial costs of the program.

The Little Stick Approach

Some have also argued that writing off or writing down loans to
countries that are unlikely to repay their debts will reduce the proba-
bility that these debts will be repaid. The idea is that countries whose
repayment prospects are marginal should be treated gently. This is not
a wholly implausible argument, but the solutions are the same as
above: Don't report publicly country-specific write downs or abandon
the financial statement as a measure of cost.

The Baffled Approach

Some export credit agencies claim that it is impossible to accurately
predict losses on international loans, so they use a loss prediction that
they know is wrong: no losses. This argument holds little water even
if one accepts that agencies that have no idea of how to predict loan
losses should make loans. Commercial banks make these sorts of
assessments in preparing their financial statements. Other government
agencies also make these assessments in many countries. An informed
guess about the size of expected losses almost certainly will be better
than a guess of no losses.

MAKING SENSE OF THE FINANCIAL DATA

In many ways, an accurate bottom line is a meaningless figure for
most export credit agencies. Since they are normally backed with the
full faith and credit of their respective governments, they can never be
run out of business. Their ability to borrow money is not impaired by
poor or obviously flawed financial statements. Policymakers are a

3Commercial banks use this method.
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group that might have a stake in producing accurate accounts as they
influence the size of export credit programs. Export credit agencies
might have some interest in keeping these people in the dark.
Designed to assist trade policymakers, this report tries to use financial
data from a number of export credit agencies to provide rough esti-
mates of the costs of these programs. First, the connection between
export credit subsidies and the budgetary costs that result from these
subsidies is explored. Then, the financial performances of several large
programs are compared. Finally, the Export-Import Bank of the
United States (Eximbank) is analyzed in more detail.

This paper attempts to fill a gap and provide meaningful financial
information on export credit programs. Because the numbers
presented here are derived only from annual reports and other publicly
available information about these programs, and because this informa-
tion was not designed to support an effort such as this, the precision of
the numbers is questionable in some cases. Nontheless, the overall fla-
vor of the results is reasonably accurate.

II
II



H. SUBSIDIES AND FINANCIAL LOSSES

A major cause of concern about officially backed export credits is
that they are heavily subsidized and therefore impose large costs on the
governments that advance them. At first glance, credit subsidies
appear to be the flip side of financial losses suffered by export credit
agencies, but this relationship is not precise. This section closely
examines the connection between export credit subsidies and the finan-
cial losses of export credit agencies.

A DEFINITION OF A SUBSIDY

A plausible, defensible, and comprehensible definition of a subsidy is
the cornerstone of this sort of analysis. In this report, the following
definition will be used:

An actor confers a subsidy if he provides something of greater
value than he directly receives in a transaction.

A few concrete examples give this definition substance.

" A government buys wheat from farmers at a price above the
market price. The government is conferring a subsidy-it is
providing money which has a greater value than the wheat it
receives in return.

" A city gives a parcel of land to a firm to build a plant. The city
is conferring a subsidy because it is giving land, which has
value, and receives no direct compensation. To be sure, the city
might ultimately collect more than the value of the land in new
property taxes on the plant. This, however, is not received
directly in the transaction.

" A commodity dealer provides wheat worth $3.00 per bushel to a
granary under a futures contract previously entered into at
$2.00 per bushel. No subsidy is provided here: the granary
paid the dealer $2.00 for future wheat which also had a value of
$2.00. After this transaction took place, relative values
changed. Subsidies should be judged by values of a transaction
at the time of the transaction. Subsequent changes in the
values of exchanged assets do not alter the presence or absence
of subsidies.
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* An investor buys the bonds of a risky company. Although those
bonds pay a high coupon rate, the company goes bankrupt and
the investor receives nothing. No subsidy is provided here:
The investor is compensated for the possibility of bankruptcy
by the higher than normal interest rates. He simply takes a
gamble and lose.

According to the definition developed here, a subsidy is the differ-
once between the values of two exchanged items at the time of the
exchange. To calculate subsidies according to this definition, it is
necessary to place values on what is exchanged in a transaction. If dif-
ficulties arise in calculating subsidies, they usually arise in placing
values on the exchanged items.

A WORKING DEFINITION OF EXPORT
CREDIT SUBSIDIES

In an export credit transaction, an exporter sells goods to a foreign
buyer. The foreign buyer in turn provides an export credit agency with
paper-promises to pay specified amounts at some time in the future.
Finally, the export credit agency provides the exporter with cash.
From the point of view of the export credit agency, cash is exchanged
for promises by the foreign buyer to pay specified amounts of money at
some time in the future.' When are such transactions subsidized?
Using the definition proposed above, these transactions are subsidized
when the promises made by the foreign buyer to pay money in the
future have a lower value than the cash that the export credit agency
puts into the transaction. It is very easy to place a value on the cash
advanced in an export credit transaction. Money is the normal
numeraire, and the cash advanced is already denominated in units of
money. The difficulty arises in trying to place a value on foreign
notes.

'Both the foreign buyer and the exporter might be able to appropriate part of any
subsidy provided by the export credit agency. The division of the subsidy between these
two actors is anasoous (but opposite in sign) to the inciWdnce of a tax betwee a buyer
and a seller. While the division of the subidy between the exporter and the foreip
buyer is an important issue, it is not an important issue here.

ILml m R ,,sil I i
__ i
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MARKET VALUATIONS OF LOANS

Pbacla am "ohsctkve valuaion on loans is indeed dificult. Deter-
miigwhet facto, shoulid make a lean mole or less vabuble s inevi

tbya comtntrv "sa task. But placing an o0ectlve' vahinion on
lo W the Wrong problm the important question is what the loans

an worth, not what they uhould be worth Loin ar worth the -
for which they can be sold (or bought). Thean are active marbsts, both

pmayand seconidary, for international looms These fosms can be
usdto observe the value of loan payments ezchanged in an export
creittraasction. The question of what (besides "the marketw) drives

the value Of foreign notes is temrril side-steppedA Moe will be
said on this later.

EQUIVALENCE OF SSIESAND FINANCIAL LOUSS:
imimiT LIQUIDATION

In som ases the financial losses of export redpit agencies am
exactly equal to the subsidies that the agencies provide. Consider a
simiple example. An export credit agency comes into being. it
advances money for one tronsaction and receives a pile of foreign notes
in meturn There are no transaction costs and no up-front fees Thie
agsncY se1l these notems in a secondary market, and the agency is
immediately liqudated.' If the agency is abl to seil the paper for the
same amount that it advanced, then the transaction is unsubsidied.
If, on the other hand the paper sells for less than the funde advanced,
then the transaction is subsdized The governmnt (or some other
backer) must provide the difference between the advanced funda and
the value of the paper. In this siple case, the subsidy on the loan is
equal to the financial loss of the export credit agency. An income
statement depicting this is shown in Table 1.

N0N.DQUIVALENCE OF SUBSIDIES AND FINANCIAL
LOSSES: PAPER HEL To (AND PAMI MATURIT

U-nIt-- -ely from an analical point of view, export credit agen-
cie do nt immediaely liquidate the foreign notes that they receiv. if
anythin, the opposit is true. these agen1cies almost never liqukite
their ases While the metho of cdalclain subsidies described above

*(cesh adane lee l" i iquidation value of notes received) mains valid
2 Aumaisl, mapiag pmy emli baull %*iAdo*s te pus, tba it

*mookw m sub tueim luhes md faim hm be= d stil he eiaiht
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financial hoe nsed not equal thee wheidies. In order to find the

quoedustion: What drives the value of foreign notes in the second-

7WE VALUE OF NOTES IN A DISCOUNT MAllET

It is almost toutological to say that the value, of notes in a discount
siarket dinpesdupon what invstors ane willing to pay for the notes.
These W somes useflalness, however, in emphsizng that truit of avail-

abeinvesions are one determinant of the value of notes. Several
aeoietionas, which will be used in the remainder of this analysis, will
be made about these potential investors. First, investors dheir. to hold
foreign notes solely for the possibility or certainty of future, repay-
mnt. Thus investors do not buy Israeli notes because they like Isral

or fhy away from Soviet or South African notes because they find

cases, h the 7ml er tos an apomanonys o the -orwr
of foreign Wa.

a soninovsony ne remnthe
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Vahast(N) - R(N)/(1 + 0'- PDVt(R(N),rh)

whr Valing(N) is the value of a note at time t, which is equal to the
livssm discoumted value of the repqamnt, where R(N) is the ispay-
am& mount, h is the number of periods unti repqaimnt, r in the
disount rat, and PDV is the present discounted value function which
hes A(N), r, and k for argumenta.

In a elitly s simple case, the repaymentt amsount mighit be unce-
Wi. but the marginal investo might be indiffereft to all types of
uertaifty. In other words, the margiinal investor is risk neural. The
marbot will then evaluate foreign notes at thei expected presnt
dessmd vabw.

VahnedN) - Z,(DVA(R(N),r.k)

whee A(z) inthe vahaeof z that is expected attinet.

NOIE-§QUIAIZNCZ OF S1UDIEIK AND FINANCIAL
wumu: PAPUU LD TO (AND PAST)

In the two -ms Jut - ned c:mim eipaymeint or risk nutral
invste 'bte mistip betweea subdiss nd finanscial loses cm

be sambsd. In th. am cms, repaymenta are curtain. If interest;
Maes de no chang er ems *PesIeI levels hown the Uses that the tuds
seed-am-si aul repaymet (or if the eport cPeIt qpuc hedpes
spast iiteest not cheeps), then the subsidy on the credt tiac
des is e~a to the press- discounted value of losses suffeared by the
apucy. An incsome staisent is sAen in Table 2.

Table 2

OXNIMS STA1SNT HOLD TO MATURIT. CURTAIN REPAYMENTf

... .. .. . .. . PDV1

Cub @*#no~ w ~s 4WMMW WogMi
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HI. COMPARISON OF MAJOR EXPORT
CREDIT PROGRAMS

This section compares the performance of four major export credit
Vropams Hermes Kreditversicherungs AG in Germany, the Export
Credit Guarantee Department (ECGD) in the United Kingdom, the
Compegni Francaise d'Asurance pour le Commerce Exterieur
(COFACE) in France, and the Eximbank in the United States. These
four programs form a significant share of the official export credit
market, and useful financial information is available for each program.
The analysis strives to find performance measures that are comparable
across programs rather than study, in detail, individual programs.
Coneque tly, the information provided here will be more useful in
assessing the performance of these programs relative to each other
rather than their performance compared to commercial or other stan-
dards. For example, the figures presented in this section are not
discounted. A closer examination of Eximbank's finances, which can
be used as a bench mark, is provided separately in the next section.

The relative sims of the four programs are shown in Table 6. The
Ezimbank program is the smallest of the four both in terms of new
loam and loans outstanding. The ECGD supports more new loans
than any of the other programs, but most of these loans are short-term
apmpe credits, and therefore ECGD's outstanding loans are les than
those of eithr Herms or COFACE. The sham of exports covered by

Mff Ie emtless for each country in 1982 is shown in Table 7. The
mrk n II a exports and official loans ar almost exact oppsites.

Official export cedit a-g-Fi subsidies loans in two ways. First,
t e advame lam at interest rates bl the interest rates at which
twy barrow. & A thy advance risky loam at terms that do not
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type of I is 16*f m iuance subs*id in that the government
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to bus d s * sad seff-inse mamnt, the principle is the same:
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es hus am-amet at d loe. 7U perlbormance in this sort of
m binmme m be e a mmemd memss to export red it programe.

Nlumt W ,OD. o0dmOACA al mm a e ,port credit hwnrers.
If inest rate ~s~Idie are pml , they we accounted for
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Table 6

SIZE OF EXPORT GUARANTEE PROGRAMS
(Millions of dollars)

Agency

Year Hermes ECGD COFACE Eximbank

New Loans

1979 $13,694.1 $34,444.2 $17,205.7 $9,491.2
1960 15,679.2 39,658.8 18,458.9 12,609.2
1961 16,106.2 35,492.3 17,480.6 12,864.1
1962 16,154.3 33,417.0 19,932.7 9,34.0
19683 13,041.9 26,.2 - 9,369.2
1964 - - - 8,615.8

Loans Outstanding

1979 $56,976.9 $38,157.0 $60,878.1 $28,69.3
1960 64,92.0 44",7.6 68,629.3 33,161.6
1961 60,06 51,772.3 69,922.3 38,406.2
1962 2,06.1 55,609.9 76,5.7 38,164.2
196 8,962.5 48,739.7 - 38,235.4
1964 - - - 3,246.0

SOURCES: Annual Repots.

sepMrately. These three aencies report on their operations on a cash
flow basis All report losses (money paid out when loan payments are
not made by the borrowers) and recoveries (money subsequently
recovered from delinquent borrowers). Hermes differentiates between
"losses" and "reschedulinve" but both represent a los in an insurance
s0s0, and both are in the loss fipres reported here. The Eximbank,
by contrast, has a much richer met of accounting procedures. Some
gutrants and insuance Policies are accounted for on a cash flow
bsi similar to those of the other prgams. Sometimes, when Ezuim-
bank pays out for a g uateed or insured payment that is delinquent,
it "prchases" the payment. No losses (or mbsquent recoveries) are
recoded for such "purchm ." Direct loan payments are almost never
written off as lost. Instead, they are recorded as "delinquent" or, if
%Vlicabb, "mrechedtld." Apparently, purchased installments can
4ppear both as "purchased" and "delinquent" or "purchas" and
"reschadld." An attempt, described in the Appendix, was made to
put Eimbank's accountsa on a basis similar to those of the other pro-
grams.
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Table 7

OFFICIALLY SUPPORTED CREDITS AND EXPORTS, 1982

Export/ United United
Credit Germany Kingdom France States

Millions of Dollars

Total exports $176,435 $97,017 $96,694 $212,276

Official loans 16,154 33,417 19,933 9,348

Percent of Total Exports

Exports financed with
official loans 9,2 33.4 20.6 4.4

Rank Order

Exports 2 3 4 1
Official loans 3 1 2 4

SOURCES: Annual Reports and International Financial
Statistics.

The losses and recoveries for the four programs are shown in Table
& All the programs show substantial losses offset only in part by
recoveries. The negative recoveries for the Eximbank are a relic of the
way that losses and recoveries are estimated for Eximbank's direct
loans. (See the Appendix.) In all likelihood, losses for the Eximbank
should be higher and recoveries should also be higher. The net error is
probably small.

Losses and recoveries tell only part of the story. Substantial losses
and smaller recoveries alone do not necessarily mean that subsidies are
present. Premiums collected by these agencies are supposed to offset
thes loses. An agency incurs financial losses only if the premiums
an inadequate to cover losses and expenses. Unfortunately, cash flow
accounting methods are inappropriate for insurance programs: they
record premiums as income well in advance of the losses that these
premiums are supposed to cover. A growing insurance program can
show a cash flow profit in every year even though all the policies that
it writes are ultimately unprofitable. In many ways, such a program
resembles a Ponzi scheme. To accurately assess the performance of an
insurance program, losses must be matched with the premiums paid to
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Table 8

LOSSES AND RECOVERIES
(Millions of dollars)

Agency

Year Hernes ECGD COFACE Eximbank

LMes

1979 234.1 559.7 880.3 145.0
1980 369.7 675.8 889.3 547.5
1981 338.5 615.5 719.8 235.7
1982 379.2 1,022.5 975.9 254.4
1983 597.5 1,012.4 - 475.6
1984 - - - 1,338.6

Recoveries

1979 131.5 209.2 232.5 112.8
1980 136.4 187.5 341.7 131.6
1981 96.9 161.6 395.2 -79.8
1982 149.4 181.4 310.7 -36.6
1983 87.5 206.0 - 520.6
1984 - - - 308.6

SOURCES: Annual Reports, calculated for
Eximbank.

cover them. Commercial insurance companies do use appropriate
accrual accounting methods. The Appendix includes an analysis of the
cash flow figures for each export credit agency to assess the underlying
profitability of these policies.

Table 9 shows some of these results. The first set of figures shows
the fraction of payments for each agency that did not arrive on time.
Repayments are calculated from the outstanding balances and new
loans in a method described in the Appendix. Losses are then divided
by this number to find Payments Expected but not Received. These
Payments Expected but not Received are not financial losses in them-
selves. Some of these missed payments ultimately will be paid.
Further, premiums collected in the past offset these losses. These con-
siderations are incorporated into the next set of numbers in Table 9,
the subsidy rates. These numbers estimate the financial losses on loan
payments due during each year. Premiums paid when these loans
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Table 9

COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Agency

Year Hermes ECGD COFACE Eximbank

Payments Expected but Not Received
(Percent of payments expected)

1979 1.8 1.7 6.0 1.7
1980 2.6 1.8 5.3 6.1
1981 2.6 1.8 4.9 2.5
1982 2.9 3.2 71 2.7
1983 4.8 3.6 - 4.8
1984 - - - 13.1

Budgetary Subsidy Rate

(Percent of new loans)

1979 0.1 0.6 2.4 0.9
1980 0.5 0.5 1.9 4.0
1981 0.5 0.3 1.6 1.3
1982 0.7 0.9 3.0 1.4
1983 1.9 1.4 - 2.9
1984 - - - 8.8

Subsidies
(Millions of dollars)

1979 10.8 195.5 421.1 84.4
1980 84.1 214.9 357.9 507.0
1981 88.3 122.9 282.1 172.7
1982 111.6 316.1 592.0 127.1
1983 253.9 381.4 - 270.1
1984 - - - 761.9

were advanced, not current premiums related to future repayments, are
balanced against payments that are not made (net of expected
recoveries). Subsidy rates that are calculated on the loan payments
due in a year are finally applied to larger figures of loans advanced in a
year. This method uses losses suffered on loans in a given year as an
approximation of expectations about repayments on loans advanced
during that year. These prospective subsidy estimates are the last
numbers shown in Table 9.
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All of the agencies examined here show losses on their ongoing
operations. There are differences, sometimes significant differences,
between the losses suffered by the various agencies. Nonetheless, all
show some ongoing financial costs and do in fact impose a financial
burden on the governments underwriting them.
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IV. ESTABLISHING PROPER FINANCIAL
ACCOUNTS FOR EXIMBANK

This section examines the financial accounts of the Eximbank in
detail as an example of the financial costs of expart credit guarantee
programs. Although this section is highly critical of the Eximbank's
accounting methods, it is not meant to be critical of Eximbank's
management in particular. In fact, Eximbank's management has been
extremely forthcoming about the problems in their accounting
methods, yet, for a variety of reasons including foreign policy con-
siderations, Eximbank has not developed alternative methods. Nor is
it likely that the accounting practices of other export credit agencies
are much better. Eximbank was used as the example program here
because more information is available about its financial performance
than is available for other programs.

REPORTED PERFORMANCE

During its 50 year history, the Eximbank has paid over $1 billion in
dividends to the U.S. Treasury, has preserved the $1 billion in capital
initially provided by the Treasury, and built a loan loss reserve of $1.4
billion from retained earnings. All this is from an institution that is
supposedly providing large subsidies on the loans that it makes! How
can large and persistent subsidies be reconciled with such admirable
economic performance? They cannot be.

Eximbank's annual reports do not accurately reflect the bank's
financial position. This is hardly a new result. Eximbank's auditors,
the General Accounting Office, concluded its most recent report with
an extremely adverse paragraph:

In our opinion, because of the materiality of the effect of not reflecting
the full cost of loan losses, the accompanying financial statements do not
reflect fairly the financial position of Eximbank as of September 30, 1984
and 1983, or the results of its operations and changes in its financial
position for the years that ended in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.'

In plainer English, Eximbank has lost and will lose money on its loans
but its accounts do not reflect this.

'Eximbank Annual Report, 1984, p. 45.

19
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Because the Eximbank's own records do not provide sufficient infor-
mation about the true financial performance of the Eximbank, few con-
clusions can be drawn from them about the cost to the taxpayers of
Eximbank's subsidies. The rest of this section attempts to put
Eximbank's balance sheet in order. First, adjustments will be made
that would bring Eximbank's books into conformance with generally
accepted accounting principles (GAAP). Next, an estimate of
Eximbank's net worth is developed. This is the amount of money for
which Eximbank could be sold (or, if negative, the amount of money
that the government would have to pay a private buyer to take over the
Eximbank). "Book value" according to GAAP is supposed to approxi-
mate a company's market value, but Eximbank's "book value" and
market value diverge significantly. Finally, the "opportunity cost" of
Eximbank's operations is estimated. This is the additional money that
the government's investment in Eximbank would have yielded in alter-
native investments-how much better or worse off would taxpayers be
if the Eximbank had never been created.

A BALANCE SHEET APPROACH

Although it is possible to estimate Eximbank's profits and losses on
a year by year basis, such calculations involve a high degree of uncer-
tainty. Arbitrary timing decisions, such as the years in which loan
losses are recorded, can lead to wide swings in annual earnings. There-
fore, this section will adjust only the Eximbank's balance sheet. The
balance sheet, as reported in the 1984 Annual Report, is shown in
Table 10.

CONVERTING ACCOUNTS TO GAAP

In many of its accounting practices, the Eximbank does not conform
to generally accepted accounting principles. An attempt is made here
to recalculate Eximbank's accounts to conform to GAAP as well as
normal practice in the banking profession. Many of the adjustments
made here are only approximations. In fact, Eximbank claims that its
accounting practices diverge from GAAP because of the difficulty in
accurately making some of the adjustments that are made here.
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The iin cokal ismkm to the Rzimbank, b"Wiing in 1937,
won mmsmd esch ymr by the Tmsuty Bill rate, and the di&vin
each year wm vatm d from this balance. If the coital invested in
the Iuimbhak had earned interest omly at the Tesumy Bill rate, the
3zimbnk should be worth about $2.0 billio, today. Since the FRum-
beak is in fact worth $3.2 to $4.0 billion ms than this amount, the
opatmity cost of the Euimbak to the tqaspay has been $3.2 to
$4.0 biffio.



V. CONCLUSIONS

Officially supported export credits do in fact impose large financial
burdens on the governments that advance them. The costs are not, in
general, reflected in the financial statements of these agencies. These
costs will, over time, rnm at about the same level as the subsidies
embedded in these loans. Claims that these programs are costless or
profitable are wholly without basis. This report has not discussed the
benefits, if any, of subsidizing export credits. Nevertheless, if
budgetary decisions on export credit agencies have previously been
made by weighing perceived benefits against a ridiculously low measure
of costs, a more accurate measure of costs would probably induce poli-
cymakers to reduce the scale of official export lending.

For years, negotiations have been conducted through the Organiza-
tion for Economic Cooperation and Development to reduce the level of
subsidies present in officially supported export credits. Most nations
agree that subsidizing exports is collectively irrational even if it is indi-
vidually rational in some cases. Past agreements, especially the con-
sensus rate agreements, probably have limited subsidy flows from levels
they might have otherwise attained 1 Nevertheless, the insurance sub-
sidy component of export credit subsidies is still large and growing. A
fuller recognition of the costs of these programs might spur additional
negotiations.

One reason that past negotiations on export credits have had so lit-
tle success is that they have focused on interest rate subsidies, not
insurance type subsidies. Clearly, the insurance type subsidies are siz-
able. Some have suggested that the Eximbank insure and guarantee
exports more and subsidize interest rates less. Paradoxically, such a
plan could ultimately cost tapayers more. Loans with subsidized
interest rates are valuable to all borrowers, so such loans are advanced
to nations that are good credit risks as well as those that are poor
credit risks. Guarantees and insurance are generally valuable only to
countries that are poor credit risks. If the Eximbank stops interest
rate subsidies (which cost taxpayers money with certainty), the mix of
debtor nations that it serves might deteriorate so much that total
losses are higher than with interest rate subsidies.

'See Daniel F. Kohler and Peter Reuter, The Gentlemen's Agreement: Honor Among
Nation, The RAND Corporation, N-2536-USDP, October 1986.
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Appendix

DERIVATION OF FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE MEASURES

The accounts of Hermes, ECGD, COFACE, and Eximbank in their
home currencies are reported in Tables A.1 through A.4. These agen-
cies normally report exposure, new business, losses, recoveries, some-
times reschedulings and recoveries of reschedulings, fees or premiums
collected, and administrative expenses. The exchange rates are from
International Financial Statistics. All the original figures are on a fiscal
year basis, but are treated as though they are on a calendar year basis.
The repayments figures, the payments expected but not received, and
the subsidy rate are all calculated from the original accounts.

Repayments
In theory, repayments can be calculated exactly as new business less

the increase in exposure. Unfortunately, the data do not support this
calculation: repayments are occasionally negative. There are several
possible sources of this error. These programs may on occasion lend in
currencies other than their accounting currency. Valuation changes
might confound the otherwise correct calculation of repayments. Large
reschedulings might also be treated unusually in these accounts.
Because of these problems, another method was normally used to cal-
culate repayments.

The exposure of an export credit program (the amount of money
that the program has at risk) is equal to the remaining balance on new
loans advanced in previous years plus new loans. It is possible to use
the historical record of new loans and exposure to calculate the average
term of credits advanced under the program. If a program makes the
same mix and amounts of loans in every year, it will eventually reach a
steady state: the ratio of outstanding loans to new loans will approach
a constant. Even though none of these programs is in a steady state,
an assumption of a steady state will be used here. The implications of
this assumption are discussed below.

Officially supported export credits are almost always repaid in equal
semiannual installments of principal. Such a repayment schedule is
one pert of the "gentlemen's agreement" on export credits. If a loan is
advanced for T years, the average dollar of principal for the loan will
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Table A.1

PERFORMANCE OF HERMES
(Millions of Deutsch marks)

New Loss Resch. Adm. Repay-
Year Exposure Business Losses Resch. Recov. Rec. Fees Costs ments

1973 30700 9300 - - - - 139 17 -
1974 39700 15200 89 177 96 69 151 21 6200
1975 48900 19800 29 41 13 94 270 25 10600
1976 69300 26200 46 13 10 86 327 29 5800
1977 82200 33700 156 89 24 318 407 35 20800
1978 89200 25900 295 27 29 96 358 35 18900
1979 102600 25100 368 61 38 203 378 38 23656
1980 116500 28500 641 31 48 200 470 46 26035
1981 135800 36400 348 417 58 161 553 54 28882
1982 150600 39200 796 124 259 103 661 65 31235
1983 150600 33300 1488 38 104 119 553 63 31501
1984 - - - - - - - -

Payments
Expected
but Not Subsidy
Receive, Rate Exchange

Year (%) Rate

1973 - - -

1974 4.1 0.9 2.5878
1975 0.7 -1.8 2.4603
1976 1.0 -4.4 2.518
1977 1.2 -1.0 2.3222
1978 1.7 -0.5 2.0086
1979 1.8 0.1 1.8329
1980 2.6 0.5 1.8177
1981 2.6 0.5 2.2600
1982 2.9 0.7 2.4266
1983 4.8 1.9 2.5533
1984 - - 2.8459

NOTES: Hermes "loems" are the sum of political and commercial lows.
Recovery ratio is based on 1978-1983: 30.6 percent. Estimated term: 6.3 years.
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Table A.2

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE OF THE EXPORT CREDIT GUARANTEE DEPARTMENT
(Millions of British pounds)

New Loss Adm. Repay-
Year Exposure Business Losses Recov. Fees Costs ments

1971 4810 3813 32 26.4 22.2 - 3484
1972 5110 3999 39 10.1 24.4 - 3877
1973 6310 4789 31 15.4 37.7 8.4 4369
1974 7846 6535 30 11.9 52.5 10.3 5591
1975 10104 8391 42 17.5 59.6 13.9 7350
1976 14362 11728 63 27.1 93.8 16.6 9910
1977 15339 12940 94 26.7 102.8 18.5 12167
1978 15825 14515 134 43.7 107.4 19.8 13643
1979 17985 16235 264 98.6 151.8 22.6 15272
1980 19300 17048 291 80.6 150.6 28.6 16551
1981 25530 17502 304 79.7 236.7 28.5 17231
1982 31768 19090 584 103.6 348.2 30.3 18243
1983 32129 17774 667 135.8 177.5 31.9 18393
1984 - - - - - - -

Payments
Expected
but Not Subsidy
Received Rate Exchange

Year (%) (%) Rate

1971 0.9 - -

1972 1.0 - -

1973 0.7 - -

1974 0.5 - 0.4275
1975 0.6 -0.2 0.4501
1976 0.6 -0.1 0.5536
1977 0.8 -0.1 0.5729
1978 1.0 0.1 0.5210
1979 1.7 0.6 0.4713
1980 1.8 0.5 0.4299
1981 1.8 0.3 0.4931
1982 3.2 0.9 0.5713
1983 3.6 1.4 0.6592
1984 - - 0.7483

NOTES: Recovery ratio is based on 1969-1983: 26.4 percent. Estimated term: 2.1 years.

I
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Table A.3

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE OF COFACE
(Millions of French francs)

New Loss Adm. Repay-
Year Exposure Business Losses Recov. Fees Costs ments

1973 72000 18000 156 188 268 20 -

1974 108000 24300 328 257 367 27 -11700
1975 137000 55500 570 172 568 61 26500

1976 202000 69800 817 296 915 77 4800
1977 246000 97000 811 258 1202 106 53000

1978 246000 75900 2112 686 1324 83 75900

1979 259000 73200 3745 989 1335 74 62702

1980 290000 78000 3758 1444 1399 88 71472
1981 380000 95000 3912 2148 1810 108 79723

1982 503000 131000 6414 2042 2077 144 90201

1983 - - - - -

1984 -. . . .

Payments
Expected
but Not Subsidy
Received Rate Exchange

Year (%) (%) Rate

1973 - - -

1974 -2.9 1.2 4.8141
1975 2.1 -0.5 4.2862
1976 14.5 -5.7 4.779
1977 1.5 -1.1 4.9136
1978 2.7 0.1 4.5131
1979 6.0 2.4 4.2544
1980 5.3 1.9 4.2256
1981 4.9 1.6 5.4346
1982 7.1 3.0 6.5721
1983 - - 7.6213
1984 - - 8.7391

NOTES: COFACE administrative expenses were estimated for
several years based on historical ratios of expenses to new loans.
Recovery ratio is based on 1973-1982: 36.7 percent. Estimated term:
6.4 years.

/
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Table A.4

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE OF EXIMBANK

(Millions of dollars)

New Loss Resch. Adm. Repay-
Year Exposure Business Losses Resch. Recov. Rec. Fees Costs ments

1973 - 8514 - - - - 26 12 -
1974 2330 9100 - - - - 28 9 -
1975 2587 8315 - 59 - - 34 10 5740
1976 2838 10071 - 48 - 171 42 11 7559
1977 2559 5600 62 40 15 -79 53 14 8390
1978 2639 7376 86 54 11 6 47 13 6582
1979 2869 9491 118 27 12 101 54 13 83i7
1980 3316 12609 461 86 53 79 61 14 8922
1981 3840 12854 138 98 46 -126 72 14 9585
1982 3816 9348 155 100 26 -62 119 14 9578
1983 3823 9369 406 70 467 54 75 15 9897
1984 3824 8616 955 383 278 31 79 17 10199

Payments
Expected Budgetary
but Not Subsidy
Received Rate Exchange

Year (%) (%) Rate

1973 - -
1974 - - 1.0
1975 - - 1.0
1976 - - 1.0
1977 1.2 0.4 1.0
1978 2.1 1.0 1.0
1979 1.7 0.9 1.0
1980 6.1 4.0 1.0
1981 2.5 1.3 1.0
1982 2.7 1.4 1.0
1983 4.8 2.9 1.0
1984 13.1 8.8 1.0

NOTES: Recovery ratio is based on 1977-1984: 28.1 percent. Estimated term: 6.4
years.
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remain outstanding for (T + 1/2)/2 years. In a steady state, the ratio
of loans outstanding to new loans will equal the average number of
years that a loan remains outstanding. If this ratio is R, then

R - (T + 1/2)/2, or T - 2R-1/2

The ratio of loans outstanding to new loans was taken for as many
years as possible, and these ratios were averaged. The results of this
calculation are shown in Table A.5.

Repayments due in a given year can be approximated from the aver-
age term. For instance, the average term of credits advanced by
Hermes is 6.3 years. The new loans advanced for the current and the
previous five years are added together and divided by 6.3. To this
result is added the new loans advanced 6 years ago, multiplied by .3,
and divided by 6.3. This method is used whenever there are enough
observations on new loans advanced. Otherwise, repayments are new
loans for a year less the increase in exposure over the previous year.

The assumption of a steady state has been used to make most of the
estimates of repayments due. None of these programs are in a steady
state; they are all growing. Because they are growing, the procedure
outlined above will underestimate the average term. As an extreme
example, a program that has no loans advanced or outstanding in one
year and makes any loans in the next year will have a ratio of out-
standing loans to new loans of one or less. Estimated terms will thus
be 1.5 years or less, no matter what the true terms of the new credits
are. An underestimate of terms in a growing program will overestimate
repayments. The loss estimates produced here are thus conservative
(low) because losses will be expressed as a percentage of a high esti-
mate of payments due.

Table A.5

RATIOS, TERMS, AND RECOVERY RATES

Item Hermes ECGD COFACE Eximbank

Ratio of outstanding
loans to new loans 3.4 1.3 3.5 3.5

Estimated average term
(years) 6.3 21 6.4 6.4

Average recovery rate
(percent) 30.6 26.4 36.7 28.1
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Payments Expected but Not Received

Payments expected but not received can be calculated from reported
losse and reschedulings. If a contracted payment does not arrive, it
must either be recorded as a lees or a rescheduling. These non-
payments are then divided by the repayments due for a program.

Budgetary Sublidy Rate

The budgetary subsidy rates are calculated as fractions of payments
due in a year. This is because loosm on loans will not be known until
the loans are due. For each year, loses and rescheduling. for a pro-
gram are added together. Expected recoveries of these loas are based
on historical recovery rates: the sum of recoveries divided by the sum
of losses for as many years back as reasonable data exist. Losses net
of recoveries are what each agency must cover out of the fees that it
collects. But current fees are not a correct measure; they are supposed
to cover losses on repayments due in the future. Using a procedure
analogous to that for estimating repayments, the fees collected when
funds were initially advanced are calculated. Similarly, administrative
expenses of the agencies in previous years are allocated to the repay-
ments due in the current year. The budgetary costs of these programs
for the repayments due in a year are losses net of recoveries for the
year,1 reduced by the fees collected for these payments when they were
advanced, and increased by the administrative expenses incurred as a
result of these payments. These budgetary costs are then divided by
payments due.

Subsidy Levels

The budgetary costs of payments due in a year are not a particularly
interesting number. More important are the budgetary costs of loans
advanced during a year. These numbers (not reported in this Appen-
dix but included in Sec. III) take the budgetary subsidy rate calculated
above for repayments due during a year and apply this rate to new
loans advanced during a year. Implicit in this calculation is the
assumption that losses on loans made during a year will be the same as
losses on repayments due during a year.

'Loss is used here as a generic term that includes both losses and reschedulings.
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A dsm mtratio of the calculations used in this report mig make
the calculations clearer and show why cus flow accounting ethdo do
not accurately reflect the financial performance of *pot cradit -
cies. In 1961, for instance, COFACE had losses of 3912 milon franca
and recoveries of 2148 million francs. Premiums collected were 1810
million francs. COFACE reports a surplus on this businss of 46 mil-
lion francs (2148 + 1810 - 3912). If administrative expenses of 108
million francs are subtracted from this surplus, the cash flow perfor-
manes of COFACE's export insurance function was a loss of 62 million
francs for the year, a modest amount.

Unfortunately, the premiums of 1810 million francs were collected to
cover losses in the future, not current losses. Premiums collected to
cover current loom amount to only 1279 million francs. Similarly, the
recoveries of 2148 million francs pertain not to current losses but to
losm suffered in the past, including unprecedented losses in 1980.
Experience indicates that only 1434 million francs of the 3912 million
lost will ultimately be recovered. On the positive side, administrative
expenses for these amounted to only 87 million francs. Thus the loan
payments that came due in 1981 lost 1288 million francs. Cash flow
accounts understate these losses by a factor of 20!

Eximbank Accounts

Eximbank uses accounting methods different from any of its com-
petitors. Various approximations and estimates were made to place
Eximbank's finances on a basis comparable with other programs.
"Losses" for Eximbank were calculated as the sum of (1) claims paid
on guarantees, (2) claims paid on insurance, (3) purchases of insured
and guaranteed loans, and (4) increases in delinquent installments on a
country by country basis, less (5) the increase in delinquent install-
ments that are rescheduled. "Reschedulings" simply include new
rsechedulings. "Loss recoveries" include (1) recovered claims for
insurance, (2) recovered claims for guarantees, and (3) recoveries on
purchased insured and guaranteed loans, less (4) the reduction in delin-
quent installments that are rescheduled. "Rescheduling recoveries" are
equal to the reduction in total rescheduled loans (both delinquent and
current) plus new rescheduled loans.
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SgCumTV CLAWSICATION OP THIS P-A&OCM W*

This report examines the financial
performance of export credit guarantee
programs. This performance Is closely
related to the subsidization of official
export credits. The Export-Import Bank of
the United States (Eximbank), contrary to
Its financial reports, is shown to be-, deeply in the red. Comparisons are then
made between Eximbank's performance and the
performance of similar agencies in other
Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) nations.
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